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WITH THANKS TO ALL PARTNERS – TOGETHER WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

HCV
caring for trucks + truckers

A 
 

Initiative

Northwest 2017
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W hen the FleetWatch Brake 
& Tyre team visited the 
North West Province 
to train 80 or so Traffic 
Officials on ‘things 

trucking’, we really didn’t expect to 
have all the vehicles inspected taken 
off the road for defects. Out of the 
eight tested, six were served with 
Discontinuation of Service notices and 
two interlinks were parked to have 
their tyres changed by service crews 
before being allowed back on the road.

While the state of the trucks 
inspected was – as usual - disappointing, 
the encouraging thing about the 
whole exercise was the unbelievable 
enthusiasm of the group of officers 
who attended the training. Probing 
questions to the experts from our 
partner companies and attention to 
detail came very much to the fore, 
especially on the second practical day 

8 Trucks 
were tested
All trucks 
defective

3Provincial Traffic 
Officer Samuel 
Willem Smit 
describes to 
his colleagues 
how he was 
involved in 
an accident 

and the 
nature of the 
injuries from 
which he still 
suffers. “It will 
never happen 

to me” is not 
a slogan we 
encourage.

DAY ONE
 

THEORY

5The only stupid question is the 
one that is not asked. Interaction is 
the name of the game.

5Most of the officers were seeing 
critical safety components for the first 
time.

Full House - 80 traffic officials were trained during the two-day event

when random trucks were taken off the 
road for testing.

From not knowing what a slack 
adjuster looks like - never mind its 
function - to spotting incorrectly set 
slack adjusters, or a mismatched set 
comprising a manual and automatic slack 
adjuster on one axle, they advanced 
tremendously in their knowledge. It was 
empowerment at its best and one could 
feel their confidence levels rise as the 
two-day exercise progressed.

And this is what it’s all about. Putting 
qualified traffic officials onto the road 
who are able to spot unroadworthy 
signs on trucks, take them to a test 
centre for verification and take them 
off the road if necessary. To do so, they 
don't need equipment – just knowledge 
and the North West province now has 
80 more traffic officials who possess 
that knowledge.  All good stuff.  After all: 
Knowledge is Power. q
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DAY TWO
 PRACTICAL TRAINING

I t never ceases to amaze us how 
operators can allow their trucks to 
drive around with the most obvious 
and easily visible faults showing – 
namely tyre faults. I mean, you don't 

need any specialised equipment to detect 
that a tyre is bald, or has a sidewall cut, or 
has chunks missing from the tread with 
the beading clearly visible. All you have 
to do is use your eyes and look. This also 
tells us that not many companies have in 
place a pre-trip inspection procedure for 
their drivers. Or if they do, it’s worthless 
given that many drivers tell us that when 
they report faults, they are told they must 
ignore the fault and “drive or be fired”. 
Tyres are vitally important to the safe 
operation of any vehicle – from car up to 
interlink. It’s crazy. 

Download FleetWatch Pre-trip  
inspection checklists here4

The tyre
demon

raises it's
head – again!

5A retread about to fly off.   
Highly dangerous. Replace immediately.

5Another retread coming loose.  
That is a deadly missile when it flies off.

5Penetration of a huge nail through 
the tyre. Needs immediate attention.

5A sidewall cut is a blow-out waiting 
to happen. Replace immediately. 

6How can anyone allow this tyre to 
operate on a rig? Replace immediately.

5Tyre maestro Stephen Norris of Bridgestone explains the various markings on 
the side of a tyre.
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A Daimler Brand

Minutes could cost you millions. 
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If your truck is not a Mercedes-Benz Actros, you could end up losing 
millions on downtime.

Fight downtime with the creators of “Uptime”. Through our FleetBoard® 
Driver and Vehicle Management System, your truck can be constantly 
monitored and checked to prevent vehicle failures.

Don’t pay millions, choose Mercedes-Benz Trucks.
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DAY TWO
 PRACTICAL TRAINING

A young guy of 27 years-old 
had his dreams shattered 
when his ‘new’ trailer he had 
collected that day and for 
which he had paid R180 000 
was deemed to be an absolute 
piece of scrap metal fit only 
for the furnace.

One truck 
many faults5Patrick O’Leary tells the young owner 

to return the trailer and demand his 
money back. Good news is that he did 
get his money back. FleetWatch will be 
helping him go forward.

5What kind of nonsense is this? 
Rubbish. Rubbish, rubbish!

5Bad, bad welding on a cracked 
chassis just sees the chassis crack 
again and again.

5What a mess. Also note the gap 
between the lining and the drum. No 
brakes.

5Top and above: And there she just 
hangs around – doing nothing but just 
hanging around.  

5No brake booster and thus the 
slack adjuster lies loose on the axle. No 
brakes!

5On another axle, brake booster 
fitted but slack adjuster hanging 
unconnected to the pushrod. No 
brakes!

4The remains of a previous burst tyre 
wrapped around the axle and camshaft.

5Totally bald tyre on this set of twins. 
Illegal by far.
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STAR
TEAM

While we often talk about 
the camaraderie that 
develops among the traffic 
officials during the two-day 
training exercises, it is true 
to say that the camaraderie 
among the various partners 
goes way beyond the norm. 
With the North West 
Province project being the 
last one for 2017, a Christmas 
dinner was held prior to the 
second practical day where 
pressies were handed out 
and much fun was had by all. 
This is an incredible team 
with each member totally 
committed to improving 
safety on our roads. FleetWatch 
is privileged to be associated 
with such companies and 
such individuals. We salute 
you, one and all.

5Johan van der Merwe of Wabco 
does a sterling job in simplifying braking 
systems placing them in the realm of 
visible understanding.

5Patrick O’Leary – FleetWatch and 
Basil Jonsson – SARF

3Mercedes-Benz South Africa Commercial Vehicles was 
our truck manufacturer partner for this exercise and they 
provided their stunning training rig (seen on the left) to 
enable our experts to show cops how components on a 
roadworthy rig should look like. Salute to you Merc!

3Another Brake & Tyre Watch partner star, 
Megenthran Naidoo from FleetBoard Professional 
Driver Training – looking pretty cool here I’d say!

6From left to right below: Wolfgang Lehmann, trailer expert; Kathy 
Bell, Standard Bank; Chris Barry, HCV; Zwelakhe Rietbrock, Imperial Active 
Education; Mashudu Sibanda, FleetWatch; Kylie Saunders, Brake & Tyre Watch 
projects co-ordinator, FleetWatch; Mandla Sibisi, Imperial Active Education; 
and Benjamin Sibanda, FleetWatch.

5Stephen Norris - Bridgestone and 
Johan van der Merwe - Wabco

5Mavis Xihlamaliso Mhlanga-
Mochadibane from the DoT came to 
see what we do.

Thanks to Mercedes-Benz


